2006 saturn relay 3

Though the Saturn Relay features a slick interior and distinctive styling, it doesn't have the
on-road finesse of its minivan competitors. The Relay is Saturn's first minivan and it marks a
kind of departure for the carmaker. Since the brand's introduction, GM has billed Saturn as "a
different kind of car company" and for the most part it has stayed true to that formula. The
Relay is Saturn's first all-steel paneled vehicle, and it's not going to be the brand's last. Saturn
is calling the Relay a crossover sport van, but really it's a minivan that shares most of its
mechanical components with other GM vans. Saturn hopes to capture buyers who want the
versatility of a minivan but prefer the rugged looks of an SUV. With its simple styling, the Relay
stays true to the Saturn formula. More upscale-looking than other Saturns, the company's van
offers plenty of luxury along with the expected versatility. Seat-mounted side airbags for frontand second-row occupants are optional for , certainly a worthwhile addition, although many
competitors now offer three-row airbag coverage. The interchangeable overhead console works
on a rail system that allows owners to move, rearrange or add storage components as they see
fit. We're not entirely sold on the whole "crossover sport van" concept. To our eyes, the Relay
looks more like a minivan with a really big and flat front end. Subjective styling issues aside, the
Saturn Relay offers budding families a myriad of interior features and solid overall competence,
but still doesn't match the driving dynamics, conveniences or safety features of the
best-in-class minivans. The Saturn Relay comes in one size and two trim levels, Relay 2 and
Relay 3. Standard Relay 2 amenities include power windows, mirrors and locks; air
conditioning; an eight-speaker sound system with a MP3-capable CD player; a rear-seat DVD
entertainment system; the OnStar communications system; cruise control; and keyless entry.
The Relay 3 adds rear air conditioning, a power driver seat, alloy wheels and upgraded storage.
An all-wheel-drive system is available, and is bundled with a rear load-leveling suspension.
Other noteworthy options include the PhatNoise portable gig digital media system, a remote
vehicle startup system, a volt AC outlet, dual power-sliding side doors, rear park assist, XM
Satellite Radio, leather seating and a sport-tuned suspension. The standard engine is a 3. A
four-speed automatic transmission is standard. All Relay models come standard with
four-wheel antilock disc brakes. Side-impact airbags for first- and second-row occupants are
optional, but there's no protection for passengers seated in the third row. The StabiliTrak
stability control system is available when the Relay is equipped with the optional Safety and
Touring packages. The NHTSA gives the SaturnRelay a five-star rating out of a possible five for
driver and front-passenger protection in frontal crashes. For side-impact crashes, the Relay
earned four stars for protection of front occupants and five stars for the rear occupants. The
standard V6 power plant is down on power compared to its competitors, so we recommend you
opt for the stouter 3. The Saturn Relay's suspension is on the soft side, yielding a smooth ride
and average handling for this class. Upgrading to the optional sport suspension does provide
more responsive handling, though maneuverability in tight spaces is still compromised by the
van's large turning radius. Braking capability is average among minivans. A pleasing two-tone
color scheme with faux wood accents dramatically brightens the interior atmosphere of the van.
Folding center trays with cupholders between the first- and second-row seats are available. An
overhead rail system provides rear-seat access to climate and entertainment functions, and can
be outfitted with various storage containers. Springing for the PhatNoise digital media system
saves you the hassle of juggling DVDs on road trips, while an optional remote vehicle start
system makes it easy to warm up the van on cold mornings. Available styles include 3 4dr
Minivan 3. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides
consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions
about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested
in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for
sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the
AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for
the Used Saturn Relay. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably
tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided
you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a
few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month
basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so.
Check out Saturn lease specials Check out Saturn Relay lease specials. Popular searches. My
notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. The 3. Other
years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle
overview. Second-row side-impact airbags are newly optional. A power passenger-side sliding
door is now standard on the Relay 3, along with first-row side airbags and traction control. An
optional 3. Read more. Write a review See all 31 reviews. Our Relay has been a vehicle that our
children have come to love with the built in DVD player. We couldn't go anywhere without it. It is

a smooth ride with a few bugs that need to be worked out. The molding has a problem with
sticking to the vehicle. Our tires Continentals were worn to the wires after 11, miles. The
automatic sliding passenger door pops when closing. Other than that we really like the vehicle.
OnStar is not the best thing if you dont live in the city. Have tried using it when things go wrong
with the vehicle and they cannot get the contracted towing companies to come out to give us a
tow. The first year service is ok for free but we would not pay for OnStar. Read less. Our Saturn
Relay has been a great vehicle to drive and carry the crew around in. Good acceleration and
handling for a large vehicle. The trim needs a lot of work! Exterior trim is peeling off, door trim
and plastic mouldings behind the sliding doors peel off when the door opens. Interior trim
around both front doors is broken, and fell off, what a pain. This was the best van I ever
owened. I had one problem with one of the doors, it wouldnt close sometimes. The gas mileage
wasnt to good but other than that the kids and I loved it. After reading all these great reviews,
I'm wondering if we are talking about the same vehicle. The mpg has never been over Lots of
minor molding, door sticking, cup holder derailing issues. I miss my '91 4-Runner! See all 31
reviews of the Used Saturn Relay. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 3. Sponsored cars related to the Relay. Sign Up. Overview
Trims and Specs Pictures Pictures Features Specs 3 trims already selected. Major Features All
Features. Hide Details Show Details. Body Style Minivan. Engine 3. Seating 7. Drivetrain FWD.
The Saturn Relay 2 uses a 3. Traction and stability control come standard while and power seats
come a Read More. Traction and stability control come standard while and power seats come as
an option. No additional major features. Engines 3. The Saturn Relay 3 uses a standard 3. Gas
consumption runs from 18 mpg in the city to 25 mpg on the highway. Options include leather
seats and a navigation system. Standard features include power seats, traction control, and
stability control. Drivetrain AWD. The Versatrak AWD system allocates power between the rear
wheels when the The Versatrak AWD system allocates power between the rear wheels when the
front wheels slip. Options include leather seats and navigation system. Power seats come
standard. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Select Year Manual adjustments: 8. Exterior mirrors:
power , heated. Manual Adjustments. Mount Location: inside. Satellite communications: OnStar.
Type: all season. Wheel covers: full. Power adjustments: 6. Manual Adjustments: 4. Roof rack
color: black. Forgot Your Password? As part of your membership, you will receive email
notifications about our deals. You may unsubscribe at any time. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. In addition to this, your unit will come flashed to its most recent
updates which will enhance its fuel economy and optimize the performance of your vehicle. Our
experienced staff of in-house mechanics utilize off-board testing to ensure each and every unit
passes stringent quality control tests to ensure that they are working at peak performance. No
additional programming will be required upon installation. This will enable your vehicle to start
immediately after a simple key cycling procedure. No locksmith will be required to program your
keys. Replacing your module can now be done in the comfort of your own driveway allowing
you to avoid costly dealership rates and avoid the inconvenience of towing your vehicle to a
mechanic. From amateur to master technicians, installation has never been easier! During the
checkout process, please enter it in the text box labeled "VIN" located in the Additional
Information section. Not a problem, you can send it to us later by e-mail admin fs1inc. Each unit
is prepared, individually inspected, fully refurbished, and quality control tested by our certified
in-house mechanics. All testing and refurbishing is done entirely in house so no unit leaves our
facility without proper inspection. This allows us to provide units that are superior in quality at
an unbeatable price! All items come with a lifetime warranty. Returns must be in original
condition and be accompanied by a Return Merchandise Authorization RMA otherwise the
return will be deemed unauthorized. Unauthorized returns will not be processed and will be held
for no more than 45 days after receipt. Electrical parts are tested prior to purchase and if
returned, all units will be inspected for burnt components, physical damage and water damage.
Returns will be processed in the order received and may have a greater handling time than
order processing. Buyer must activate warranty within 20 days of receipt to be valid. Returns
received after 30 days from the date of original purchase include an option for an exchange or
in-store credit. Unless otherwise expressly provided, in-store credit is subject to the return fees
when the unit is free of defect which shall be determined solely by Seller. NO replacement shall
be issued until receipt of return. This transaction shall be deemed to have been made in the
State of New York and the validity, interpretation and performance shall be governed by New
York laws, without giving effect to conflict of laws principles. Exclusive jurisdiction and venue
over any disputes arising out of or in connection with this transaction shall be in Nassau
County, New York. After one claim, the warranty is exhausted. Buyer hereby understands,

acknowledges, agrees and accepts all of the terms set forth herein upon purchase and that the
terms set forth herein shall be controlling. New Customers. Create an Account. Not a member?
Back to login page. Home Saturn Relay 3. Add to Cart. Engine Computer fitting all Saturn Relay
3. This unit is also compatible with the following service number The pictures above are stock
photos and not photos of the actual part you will receive but represent an example of the unit.
Product Details. This module belongs to the hardware code All items have a full business day
Mon. EST, will be shipped that same day. EST, will be shipped the following business day.
Shipping times within the country vary but are generally between shipping days Mon.
Customers will be notified of any delay via email. What is your Return Policy? All returns for
money back must be received by Seller within 30 days from the date of original purchase. All
purchases include a lifetime warranty. Many other control module suppliers charge users a fee
to return their old unit. Keep this in mind when comparing prices with other sites. A VIN is
composed of 17 characters digits and capital letters that act as a unique identifier for the
vehicle. VIN numbers can be used to track recalls, registrations, warranty claims, thefts and
insurance coverage. In our case, the VIN is used to identify the correct module for a particular
vehicle. You can find the VIN 17 digit identification number engraved at the bottom corner of the
drivers side windshield or inside the drivers door. It can also be found on the title, registration
or insurance card of the vehicle. Customer Reviews. It was so stressful when the V8 engine in
my Ram would die randomly and not restart. I tried a cam and a crank sensor with no luck. I
then ordered an engine control module from Flagship One, Inc. I have now traveled 6, trouble
free miles. Thank you FS1! I really liked the ease of getting a replacement pcm that was already
flashed to the vehicle. This is a great company. Clear communication and tracking information
on part delivery. I will buy from them in the future. I tried 4 PCM rebuilders before the owner of
the car found your site. I needed a Body Control Module for a Chrysler. I talked to a tech named
Bono and he told me that the BCM was already programed and ready to go. DiMatties
Automotive. Great service , fast service , friendly. Very user friendly and affordable Thank you
for all your help.. Jeep had been sitting around for years and no one could get it to run. My dad
and I diagnosed it, thought it needed a new PCM No complaints from me! Awesome service and
awesome product. Very affordable and a very nice inventory. I have yet to find a PCM that they
didn't have. Look-up is easy and i haven't had a single issue with any aspect of the purchase
after ordering quite a few modules. The shipping time is very good too and best of all they don't
require a core to be shipped back which makes the whole experience hassle-free. This page is
for personal, non-commercial use. The Relay's cabin is clean and contemporary, and some neat
features are available. OnStar is standard. A new integrated navigation system is available. A
rear-seat DVD entertainment system comes standard, and the available PhatNoise
entertainment system can play video games, digital music and movies through the vehicle's
existing sound system. It's pretty Phat. The Relay gets down the highway well, and the driver
enjoys a commanding view of the road. It's smooth and quiet and the steering is light and easy.
Brakes are powerful and easy to modulate for smooth stops. The standard horsepower, 3. A
new horsepower, 3. All-wheel drive is available, and GM's Versatrak provides excellent traction
and stability for wintry driving. The Saturn Relay was launched as a model. For , it gets more
safety features and more entertainment features. Side-impact airbags are now available on
selected models for improved crash protection. Relay received a five-star safety rating in the
federal government's frontal crash tests and, although it does not offer side curtain airbags, it
earned a five-star rating for rear-seat passengers and a four-star rating for front seat
passengers in the government's side-impact tests. Saturn dealers are renowned for their
attention to customer service, and the Relay is priced aggressively against its competition. It is
a minivan, however, with the valuable virtues of sliding side doors and comfortable seating for
seven. All rights reserved. We notice you're using an ad blocker. Please consider allowing
Autoblog. We get it. Ads can be annoying. But ads are also how we keep the garage doors open
and the lights on here at Autoblog - and keep our stories free for you and for everyone. And free
is good, right? If you'd be so kind as to allow our site, we promise to keep bringing you great
content. Thanks for that. And thanks for reading Autoblog. The Saturn Relay is styled to look
like an SUV, with a long, square nose, exposed C-pillars, and heavy-duty roof rails. Hide Full
Review. Engine 3. Smart Buy Program is powered by. See the value of your car and get a cash
offer in minutes. Cash Out or Trade-In. Research Another Vehicle. Allow Us! Here's how to
disable adblocking on our site. Click on the icon for your Adblocker in your browser. A drop
down menu will appear. Select the option to run ads for autoblog. The exact text will differ
depending on the actual application you have running. Refresh the Autoblog page you were
viewing. Hey again! You still haven't turned off your adblocker or allowed our site. It only takes
a few seconds. You must be logged in to perform that action. You must have JavaScript enabled
to experience the new Autoblog. Please follow the instructions below to enable JavaScript in

your browser. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I had the report. Vehicle
imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with us and we have a lot
of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant Access. We offer you
unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions. Trusted by millions of
users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to detect mileage rollback?
Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the selling process of used cars.
However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though odometer fraud is difficult to
detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a car from the USA. There are a
few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service History of a Car. How
important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these questions and explains
the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can find the complete
history of service records. Make a VIN Search. For more information go to Made in some of the
industry's most sophisticated facilities and backed by years of OE expertise, Delphi OE
replacement fuel pumps are guaranteed to deliver outstanding pump ability and generate
excellent pressure using less elec Great fit, efficient performance, and robust style are the
defining characteristics of Airtex's original equipment equivalent fuel pump. This replacement
item is thoroughly patterned after to work like the ge We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the
latest version. Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase
Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your vehicle. Refine by:. Fuel Pump part. Returns Policy.
Quantity Sold. Recommended Use. Fuel Sending Unit Included. Product Fit. Shop Saturn
Relay-3 Fuel Pump. Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Display item:. Sort by:. This Part Does Not Fit.
Core Charge. Add to cart. Vehicle Fitment Saturn Ion 2 4 Cyl 2. Vehicle Fitment Saturn Relay 2 6
Cyl 3. Vehicle Fitment Saturn Ion 3 4 Cyl 2. Part Number: ACM Part Number: H Universal Fit.
Page 1 of 2 Showing 1 - 15 of 16 results. Featured Brands. Reviews Questions, Answers. Holley
Fuel Pump Manufacturer When picking a reliable brand name for your intake system's fuel p
2001 toyota 4runner check engine light vsc trac vsc off
2003 dodge neon crankshaft position sensor
toyota prado service schedule
ump, trust Airtex. Built to last and engineered for clean, consistent flow, DriveMotive fuel
pumps are ready to restore smooth performance and superior efficiency to your en Feb 15,
Exactly what I was looking for, reasonable price. Miriam Fallon. Purchased on Dec 28, Feb 14,
Purchased on Feb 05, Apr 11, Craig Sams. Purchased on Mar 28, Show More. Helpful
Automotive Resources. It can be a stand-alone module or a computer integrated into the PCM.
Automotive professionals break down no-start situations into two separate categories:
crank-no-start and no-crank-no-start. Consult the factory information for repair instructions and
recommended safety procedures. Other issues can mimic a faulty fuel pump. Perform a
thorough diagnosis to ensure the pump is the problem before replacing it. Part 1: Check
whether the problem is fuel-related. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All
Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure.
Accessibility Statement.

